For a family of continuous-time dynamical systems with two angle variables, a resonance is a set of parameter values such that some integer combination of the (lifted) angles remains bounded for some orbits. For weak coupling of an unfolding of a saddle-node periodic orbit with an oscillator, it is shown that the low order resonances have at least a certain amount of bifurcation structure. Furthermore, define a Chenciner bubble to be the complement of the set of parameters near a resonance for which there is an attractor-repellor pair consisting of two C 1 invariant tori, or a C 1 invariant torus attracting from one side and repelling from the other, or locally empty non-wandering set. The low order Chenciner bubbles are shown to have at least a certain structure. Chenciner's results for resonances in the unfolding of a degenerate Neimark-Sacker bifurcation can be seen as a special case of ours.
Introduction
Chenciner's seminal work on the unfolding of a map with a degenerate Neimark-Sacker fixed point [Ch,Yo] ends by studying the resonances that occur. To define a resonance in that context, take an angle variable θ ∈ T = R/Z around the fixed point and discrete time n ∈ Z. For (p, q) ∈ Z × N the (p, q)-resonance is the set of parameter values for which there is an orbit with qθ n − np bounded, for a lift of the map to the universal cover of the punctured plane. Chenciner obtained a flow approximation for families of maps near a resonance, and with Gasull and Llibre [CGL] obtained its bifurcation diagram and the shape of the associated Chenciner bubble, the complement of the set of parameters for which the flow approximation has an attractor-repellor pair (for the general concept, see e.g. [Co] ) consisting of two C 1 invariant circles, or a C 1 invariant circle attracting from one side and repelling from the other, or locally empty non-wandering set. By suspension, the same conclusions hold for the unfolding of a flow with a degenerate Neimark-Sacker periodic orbit.
Extensions of Chenciner's work have been made in some directions, e.g. [TW] and references in [BNRSW] .
Here we generalize from Chenciner's local context to the global context of interaction between a saddle-node of periodic orbits for a vector field and a limit-cycle oscillator which is not assumed to be close to a Hopf bifurcation. To make progress we assume weak coupling, thus a different form of locality, yet we obtain a significant extension of Chenciner's results.
The results are that the simplest robust bifurcation diagram for a 'flow approximation' to the Poincaré map of a two-parameter family of such systems is figure 5, the simplest robust form for its Chenciner bubble is figure 9 and various bifurcation curves are fattened slightly for the true family as shown in figure 11 . This paper is an outgrowth of our work on three coupled oscillators [BGKM] . Our motivation was to understand those parts of the boundary of partial mode-locking strips corresponding to saddle-node of periodic orbits for a flow approximation for three coupled oscillators, without the unnecessary complication of the third angle direction. Comments on this situation are made in the conclusion.
Starting point
We start from a family of vector fields unfolding an elementary saddle-node of periodic orbits, and an uncoupled oscillator. Elementary means that the quadratic term in the normal form for the return map to a transverse section is non-zero and that the return time has non-zero derivative along the section. It can be unfolded with two parameters: one to unfold the saddlenode for the return map and the other to vary the return time. Normally the second would not be considered relevant for the qualitative dynamics, but our aim is to couple with an oscillator and study resonance with it, so the ratio of return time to period of the oscillator plays an essential role.
Concretely, let I be an interval containing 0 and choose as an uncoupled case a C r family of vector fields on T × I × T, with r large (three suffices, but the higher it is the better we can reduce dependence on one combination of angles) of the forṁ
where H OT (y) denotes higher order terms in y which may depend on α, β, γ and have period 1 in x. Note that the parameter γ can be taken positive (else reflect the signs of x and β) but its absolute value cannot be changed by scaling, so we are forced to consider at least a three-parameter family from the start; nevertheless we will treat γ as constant. The higher order terms cannot in general be chosen independent of x because that would imply the return map to a transverse section for α > 0 has trivial Mather invariant (the Mather invariant of an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism of an interval between neighbouring non-degenerate fixed points is an infinite-dimensional invariant of smooth conjugacy, e.g. [AY, IY] ). The dependence on x, however, can be pushed to arbitrarily high order in α in the range of interest (|y| of order √ α, β not small) by a sequence of averaging transformations (cf [SV, GH, LM] ). Then consider the effect of adding a general small smooth perturbation to each component of (1), depending on all the three components (x, y, z) . We denote the size of the perturbation by ε and consider it small and fixed. Since this can produce arbitrarily complicated bifurcation diagrams, our strategy is to consider the simplest (and sometimes second simplest) codimension-2 robust cases at each stage of the analysis. The conclusion is that all bifurcation diagrams contain at least all the features we obtain (where features of higher codimension are considered to contain all the features of their unfoldings).
In principle it would be good to formalize the notion of 'simplest' bifurcation diagram by defining a partial order on them and proving results about the minimal elements of this partial order (cf the theory of pseudo-Anosov maps [AF,Ha] ), but as in [BGKM, BGKM2] our treatment will be informal.
Reduction from (p, q)-resonance to (0, 1)
In the context of the vector field (1) and its perturbations, for (p, q) ∈ Z × N, (p, q)-resonance means existence of an orbit for which qx − pz is bounded in the universal cover R × I × R. For ε small enough (depending on (p, q)), we can change angle variables to reduce to the case (0, 1). The strategy is based on Fried's idea of 'flow equivalence' [Fr] (cf appendix A of [BGKM] ).
Without loss of generality, take (p, q) to be relatively prime. Let p /q be the penultimate convergent in the continued fraction expansion of p/q, and σ = q p − p q ∈ {±1}. Then
are new coordinates on T × I × T (with an interval I of q times the length). For the uncoupled system (1) we obtaiṅ
where the high order terms depend on X, Z through only the combination x = pZ − σp X. In particular, if β − p/q is small enough and |Y | < γ 2q thenŻ 1 2q
> 0, so we can use τ = Z as a new time variable. Then the equations of motion become
where the remainder terms may depend weakly on x but only at high order inα. Near-identity parameter and coordinate changes can be made to remove theβY,β 2 ,βY 2 ,αY,αβ terms. Thus we have reduced the uncoupled system near a (p, q)-resonance to that for (0, 1) with rescaled parametersα,β,γ , the only change being that the high-order in α period-1 dependence of the higher order terms in Y is on pZ − σp X rather than X. Weak coupling ε produces a perturbation of this by terms dependent on (X, Y, Z).
Flow approximation
Using the result of the previous section we now restrict attention to a neighbourhood of the (0, 1) resonance for perturbations of (1), but where θ denotes pz − σp x.
For all small perturbations of (1), z = 0 is a cross-section for y small, and we can consider the return map from z = 0 to z = 1. When α, β, ε and y are small, the motion in (x, y) is slow compared with that for z. Denote by ζ a bound on (ẋ,ẏ) for the region of interest. By the method of averaging, for all N up to the degree of differentiability of the vector field, the return map is within O(ζ N ) of the time-1 map of some parameter-dependent autonomous vector field on T × I . It will suffice for us to study a parameter regime with
We call the result a 'flow approximation'.
The idea of the proof is that z can be taken as new time and a sequence of near-identity z-dependent coordinate changes in (x, y) constructed to reduce the dependence of (dx/dz, dy/dz) on z to O(ζ N ). We leave out the details as it is a standard procedure (see [SV,GH,LM] and appendix B of [BGKM] ).
Denoting the new variables by (X, Y ), the result is approximation of the return map for perturbations of (1) for α, β, y small by the time-1 map of a family of autonomous vector fieldṡ
where γ > 0 and the remainder terms are small in a norm of sufficiently high smoothness.
Minimum bifurcation structure for flow approximation
As a result of the previous two sections, for given (p, q) we can approximate the return map for perturbations of the system (1) near (p, q)-resonance to a high order in the perturbation ε by the time-1 map of a family of vector fields on T × I of the form (2). This is the object of study for the present and next sections. For ε small enough and α small but α > Kε for some K, theẎ equation shows that there is an attractor-repellor pair located near Y = ± √ α, respectively, and for α > K ε for some K > K, normal hyperbolicity in these two zones implies that the attractor and repellor are graphs of C 1 functions X → Y (smoother for ε smaller). There is K > 0 such that for β more than K ε away from a curve near α = γ 2 β 2 the attractor and repellor are periodic orbits, both travelling to the left for β to the left of this zone in parameter space, to the right for β to the right, and in the intermediate region of β the upper one (attractor) travels to the right and the lower one (repellor) to the left.
For α < −Kε theẎ equation shows that the non-wandering set restricted to |Y | of order √ α is empty. For |β| > K √ ε for some K there is a transition as α decreases from Kε to −Kε from two periodic orbits to none via a curve of saddle-node of periodic orbits (snp) of the form α a smooth function of β. This is because (taking the case β > 0) the Figure 1 . Outside the grey box and strips in parameter space, the dynamics of (2) has the indicated simple behaviour. snp = saddle-node of periodic orbits.
, which has a saddle-node curve of fixed points along α = 0. The results so far are summarized in figure 1 .
Next, consider the set of equilibria in the product of state space T × I and parameter space R 2 . It is the graph of a differentiable map E from (X, Y ) to (α, β), because in (2) the derivative of (Ẋ,Ẏ ) with respect to (α, β) is invertible. So the set of equilibria in the product space is a cylinder. The map
. Thus the set of parameter values (α, β) for which there is an equilibrium is the image of a smooth map from T × I to R 2 and lies near the curve α = γ 2 β 2 . It is connected and the generic singularities of the map are fold curves connected at cusp points. The determinant of the derivative of the vector field at an equilibrium changes sign on crossing a fold curve. Negative determinant indicates a saddle, positive determinant an equilibrium of index +1 (node, spiral, improper node or centre).
The trace of the derivative of the vector field (2) is to leading order −2Y , which has nonzero derivative with respect to Y , so on the cylinder of equilibria there is a smooth homotopically non-trivial circle where the trace at the equilibrium is zero, separating equilibria with positive trace (for lower Y ) from those with negative trace (for higher Y ). For an equilibrium of index +1, positive trace indicates a repellor, negative trace an attractor and zero trace a Hopf bifurcation (generically). For a saddle, positive trace indicates that the repelling eigenvalue is stronger than the attracting one, and negative trace the other way round; the distinction is important in determining the outcome of homoclinic bifurcation. We call a saddle with trace zero a neutral saddle. This trace-zero circle on the cylinder of equilibria projects to a closed curve in parameter space connecting the boundaries of the image. Codimension-2 robustly, intersections of the image of the trace-zero curve with the image of a fold curve are TakensBogdanov points (B points in the terminology of [BGKM] ) and they have quadratic tangency there.
Let us consider the simplest case for the map from the cylinder of equilibria to parameter space, namely that it has just two disjoint fold curves (saddle-node equilibria) and no cusp points. See figure 2(a). Equivalently, in the world of codimension-2 robust phenomena, we suppose that for a given parameter value there are at most two equilibria. Then the set of parameters for which there is an equilibrium is a strip bounded by two smooth curves near the curve α = γ 2 β 2 . For each point in the interior of the strip there are two equilibria: an index +1 point and a saddle.
Then the circle of trace zero equilibria projects to a closed curve with precisely one B point on each boundary of the strip. One half of the trace-zero curve separates the attracting equilibria from the repelling ones, via a Hopf bifurcation. The other half corresponds to neutral saddles (ns). The simplest case is that the two halves of trace-zero curve connecting the two B points do not intersect, as shown in figure 2(b) . At the end of this section, however, we will consider the second simplest case, where they intersect once and transversely.
For large α (compared to ε) we already know that we have an attractor-repellor pair consisting of two C 1 graphs over X. Thus in the ends of the parameter strip for equilibria, the equilibria must lie on one or other of these two C 1 -graphs. For β < 0 we have trace < 0 so the index 1 equilibrium is attracting, so it must lie on the upper invariant circle. The saddle must lie on the same circle, else we would have an invariant circle with no possible α-limit set for points other than the attracting equilibrium. Thus the upper circle contains an attracting equilibrium and a saddle, and the bottom one is a periodic orbit travelling to the left. Similarly, for β > 0 in the ends of the strip the lower circle contains a repelling equilibrium and a saddle and the upper circle is a periodic orbit travelling to the right. The results so far are summarized in figure 2.
Consider how these two situations can be connected by following the interior of the strip. Starting from the top left, the saddle and index 1 equilibrium must migrate from the upper invariant circle to the lower one. The only way this can be achieved codimension-1 robustly is by a pair of rotational homoclinic bifurcations (rotational means homotopically non-trivial), one producing a right-travelling periodic orbit above the saddle and index 1 point, the other producing a left travelling periodic orbit below them. Thus the strip is crossed by curves of homoclinic bifurcation of two types. Consideration of the sequence of events on the boundary of the strip (where the saddle and index 1 point collapse to a saddle-node equilibrium) shows that there are saddle-node loop bifurcation points (Z points in the terminology of [BGKM] ) on which the curves of homoclinic bifurcation terminate with quadratic tangency to the fold curve, and their disposition with respect to the B points requires that the diagram have 'at least' the form of figure 3. In particular the curves of two types of rotational homoclinic bifurcation must cross. The codimension-2 robust way to do this is in a necklace point (N point) and we assume the simplest case of just one crossing. A necklace point produces two curves of contractible homoclinic bifurcation [BGKM] . Also the unfolding of each B point produces a curve of contractible homoclinic bifurcation (e.g. [GH] ). These curves must connect to those from the necklace point, because there are no other places for them to end.
The rotational homoclinic bifurcation curves of figure 3 must cross the curve of neutral saddles of figure 2(b) somewhere. We suppose just once for simplicity. The stability of the periodic orbit produced in homoclinic bifurcation depends on the relative sizes of the eigenvalues of the saddle (attracting if their sum is negative, repelling if positive). Thus the periodic orbit changes stability on crossing the curve of neutral saddles; furthermore, the direction in parameter space in which homoclinic bifurcation produces a periodic orbit changes at such points. Following [BGKM] we call homoclinic bifurcation from a neutral saddle a K point. The codimension-2 robust unfolding of a K point contains a curve of saddle-node of periodic orbit, as shown in figure 4. These curves must extend to large positive and negative β, respectively, since the only way to eliminate the two periodic orbits for large positive α on passing to large negative α when β is large (so the flow is all in one direction) is saddle-node of periodic orbits. There could be cusp points in the snp curves, or isolas, but we suppose the simplest case in which these do not happen.
Hence we obtain minimal bifurcation diagram as in figure 5 . Note that there is a region in parameter space with three rotational periodic orbits (the wedge NKX, where X is an intersection of rhc and snp). It is not possible to make a robust bifurcation diagram with fewer. For example, the second simplest case is that the circle of trace = 0 equilibria maps to a curve in parameter space with one self-intersection. shows one way the resulting bifurcation diagram can look. Note that in addition to the features of the simplest case, this case is obliged to have a degenerate Hopf point (D) and a point of contractible neutral homoclinic connection (J), that are connected by a curve of saddlenode of contractible periodic orbits, and a region of two contractible periodic orbits (shaded triangle DFJ, where F is a crossing point of Hopf and contractible homoclinic bifurcation curves).
Shape of Chenciner bubble for flow approximation
Next we consider the Chenciner bubble for (2), namely the complement of the set of parameter values for which there is an attractor-repellor pair of C 1 invariant circles, or an invariant circle attracting from one side and repelling from the other, or empty non-wandering set locally.
The codimension-1 ways in which a C 1 invariant circle can be lost are saddle-node of periodic orbits, homoclinic bifurcation, 'rapid connection' (to be defined below) from a saddle to a node on the circle, and improper node on the circle. We have examined the first two already, thus it just remains to examine the latter two. They are not usually regarded as bifurcations, because nothing changes at the C 0 level, but when C 1 considerations are important they play a significant role.
The condition for an improper node is T r 2 = 4Det for the derivative at an equilibrium. This includes the B points as a limiting case. Since T r varies at a negative rate with respect to Y and hence positively with respect to β, we obtain a simple closed curve of improper node (in) in the strip, with quartic tangency to the fold curve at the B points.
We say there is a rapid connection (rc) from a saddle to a node if one branch of invariant manifold from the saddle comes into or leaves the node along its faster eigendirection. There are curves of rapid connection coming out of each Z point, with quadratic tangency to the fold curve, continuing the curve of rotational homoclinic connection. The generic unfolding is shown in figure 7 .
Where can the curves of rapid connection coming out of Z points end? They cannot connect different Z points, because the phase portraits there are not continuously deformable into one another. The only place to end is at places we call C points where there is a C 2 connection from a saddle to an improper node. Recall that the generic trajectory into (or out of, if it is repelling) an improper node has curvature going to infinity at the end, but that the 'last' trajectory to go into the node on a given side does so with bounded curvature. The generic unfolding near a C point is indicated in figure 8 ; see appendix for the analysis. In particular, the curve of rapid connections comes in to a C point tangent to the curve of improper nodes. The behaviour in the wedge of tangency limits the ways this can fit in the rest of the diagram.
Thus the simplest shape for a Chenciner bubble is that of figure 9 . The second simplest shape involves one or both pairs of curves of rapid connection crossing in an R point where there are rapid connections from a saddle into both sides of a node. Such a case is shown in figure 10 . Note that there are pockets of parameter values with an attractor-repellor pair of C 1 circles surrounded by the Chenciner bubble, though the circles are not graphs over X. The diagram need not have R points on both sides; perhaps the cases with an R point on just one side should be regarded as simpler. Note that introducing selfintersections of the curve of trace-zero equilibria does not affect the shape of the Chenciner bubble.
Comparison with Chenciner's case
The family of vector fields that Chenciner [Ch] obtained as a leading order flow approximation near resonance in the unfolding of a Neimark-Sacker bifurcation iṡ
where we have put bars over some parameters to distinguish them from ours (but γ will correspond exactly). In the variables Y = −γ y −β 2 , X = −θ, and parameters α =β − γᾱ, β =β 2γ and ε = −γ δ, (3) transforms to a system of our form (2) with a specific perturbation:
We will treat it in Chenciner's variables and follow his convention that γ < 0 (opposite to what we have used so far), and δ > 0 (note that δ can be scaled to 1). Its bifurcation diagram [CGL] (reproduced in [Ch] ) is like our simplest one (figure 5) but it has the exceptional features that the circle of trace-zero equilibria projects to a single line crossing the strip transversely (in fact, the lineβ = 0), the N point lies on this line, and on this line the dynamics on the universal cover is Hamiltonian. Thus our curves of Hopf bifurcation, neutral saddle and contractible homoclinic bifurcation all collapse onto this line, the K points collapse onto the N point, which changes to a version of infinite codimension, and the B points change to infinite codimension versions.
Aspects of how the bifurcation diagram of [CGL] should be modified when generic higher order terms are included were proposed by Chenciner [Ch] , and they fit with what we have obtained here. In particular, he found a curve of Hopf bifurcation and two curves of contractible homoclinic bifurcation, and commented that it is possible to produce a degenerate Hopf point.
For small γ , the boundary of the Chenciner bubble for Chenciner's family (3) is like our simplest one (figure 9), as we now prove.
First note the symmetry (β, y, t) → (−β, −y, −t), so it suffices to study one side of the diagram, sayβ < 0. If in addition,β 2 > 8πδ then the linearized dynamics in y 0 has a forward invariant cone (cf [Le] ), {(θ , y ) : θ > 0, y >β 2 θ } (where (θ , y ) denotes a tangent vector), as can be checked by showingθ > 0 on {θ = 0, y > 0}, andẏ −β 2θ > 0 on {y =β 2 θ , θ > 0}. This precludes existence of a connection from the saddle going into the node along the rapid direction from y > 0, since the trajectory would have to be entirely in y > 0 and the rapid eigenvector is outside the cone. So for all γ < 0, the curve of rapid connection from the upper left Z point is constrained to be in the regionβ > − √ 8πδ. But the curve of improper nodes isβ 4 64π 2 +ᾱ 2 = δ 2 , so the curve of rapid connection from the upper left Z point is constrained to the regionᾱ > 0,β > − √ 8πδ. Next, note that for γ = 0 there is the additional symmetry (ᾱ, y, θ) → (−ᾱ, −y, 1 2 − θ), so for γ small the curve of rapid connection from the lower left Z point is close to being the reflection of that from the upper left Z point. Thus for γ small the two curves of rapid connection do not intersect. In particular, for γ small we confirm Chenciner's diagram, with the exception that we establish the orders and directions of contact of the curves of rapid connection which he and [CGL] did not address.
For large γ there is the possibility of R points; we have not decided this either way but give a short discussion of how the question might be tackled. Theẏ = 0 nullcline is a slow manifold away from its possible intersections with y = −β 2γ , since the derivative significantly greater than δ theẏ = 0 nullcline consists of two C 1 graphs over θ , the upper one connecting the saddle and sink both ways (the lower one having unidirectional flow to the left). So the only region of parameter space where rotational homoclinic bifurcation, necklace point, saddle-node of rotational periodic orbits, Z points and rapid connections can occur is a neighbourhood of the curveᾱ −β 2 4γ = δ. This passes through the upper B point and crosses the lower saddle-node of equilibria curve (ᾱ = −δ) atβ = ± √ 8|γ |δ. Thus the lower Z points are at much largerβ than the upper ones and the curves of rapid connection from the lower Z points are obliged to continue intoᾱ > 0. So it is possible that the two curves of rapid connection might cross for large enough γ .
Effects of deviation from flow approximation
Finally, we address the effects of deviations of the return map to z = 0 from the time-1 map of the flow approximation. Since the deviation can be pushed to arbitrarily high order in (ε, α, β) (subject to sufficient smoothness), the effects are small. But generically, we have to expect that the curves of rotational homoclinic bifurcation are fattened into strips, the Z points are fattened into intervals in the saddle-node curves, the N point is fattened into a rectangle, the curves of contractible homoclinic bifurcation are fattened into strips (tapering to wedges at the B points), the curves of rapid connection are fattened into strips where some orbits on one branch of invariant manifold of the saddle come into the node along its rapid direction, the C points are fattened into intervals in the curve of improper nodes and finally, the curves of saddle-node of periodic orbit are fattened into strings of Chenciner bubbles for resonances of low enough order compared with the error in the flow approximation, interpolated by more complicated zones and possibly some good Diophantine points where the saddle-node of tori proceeds as if for the flow approximation (Chenciner's good paths). The simplest result is shown in figure 11 . Figure 11 . The effect on the bifurcation diagram and Chenciner bubble of typical deviation of the return map from the time-1 map of the flow approximation. snf = saddle-node fixed point, Hopf = Neimark-Sacker fixed point, rho/cho = rotational/contractible homoclinic orbit, ro = existence of an orbit between a saddle and the rapid direction of a node and snc = zone of transition between two invariant circles and none.
Conclusion
We have shown that the picture obtained by Chenciner near resonance in the unfolding of a degenerate Neimark-Sacker bifurcation generalizes to a more global context, but that some non-generic features of his flow approximation are lifted in general and the bifurcation diagrams are more complicated. We have given the simplest robust bifurcation diagram and Chenciner bubble.
One application is to the boundaries of partial mode-locking regions for three coupled oscillators. In place of a curve of saddle-node periodic orbits of given homotopy type on the 2-torus for a flow approximation, one should expect to see strings of Chenciner bubbles with structure at least that of our simplest one here. , c) has full rank so without loss of generality
The condition for a rapid connection from the saddle to the node is
The height σ = Aµ + Bν + o(µ, ν) for some A, B ∈ R, and = µ 2 + (1 + b)ν, so (5) can be rewritten as 
Assume that A = 0, without loss of generality A > 0 (by reflecting in y and µ). Then the implicit function theorem gives a curve of rapid connection
The bifurcation diagram is completed by adding the phase portraits as in figure 8(c).
